


Let's get one thing straight, right off the bat. This book is not for the faint of heart. It's 
written for men, not little boys, and as such, we're going to use explicit language 
throughout. 

If you can't handle it, close this ebook right now and go hide under your bed. 

On the other hand, if you're a grown man, and are looking for a collection of tips, tricks 
and secrets that will turn you into a Sexual Superstar and leaving women screaming your 
name and "dick drunk" by the time you're done with them, then keep reading. 

I'm not going to pull any punches here. Everything you find inside these pages has been 
tried, tested, and pussy approved. 

It wouldn't be included if it wasn't the best of the best. 

If you're ready to become a living sexual legend, scroll down and let's get into it. 
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PART #1 - Secret Sexual Techniques For You 

So now let's get started on turning you into atrue bad ass in the bedroom. In this section, 
we're going to focus on tips and tricks that involve thingsyou can do to her, that will make 
her moan, scream, shiver from head to toe and squirt all over you. 

These tips and tricks are broken into two groups. 

The first group of tips have more to do with your mindset, while the second group is 
focused on specific techniques you can tryout on her in bed. 

Both are important. 

Sure, you can skip ahead and just focus on the techniques themselves, and they will 
absolutely improve your performance in the sack, but by themselves, they're just not as 
effective as they could be if you combine them with the mindset stuff we'll cover first. 
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Getting Your Mind Right 

The first thing you've got to do is get into the proper mindset about sex. In fact, it's fair 
to say that unless you get your mind right, nothing else you read here is going to matter. 
Your mind is the biggest and most powerful "sex organ" you've got, so you need to use it! 

Even if you haven't had a lot of luck with the ladies up until this point in your life, the 
reality is that you are, genetically speaking, already a sexual badass. You wouldn't be 
here if that weren't true, simply by virtue of natural selection. 

Your ancestors were the winners in the game of sexual conquest. They were manly and 
virile enough to pass their genes on, so you've already got everything you need locked 
away inside you. All that remains is to learn a few techniques,which I'll explain in a 
moment. 

Once you get good at these, you'll be her greatest sexual experience. She'll become 
addicted to you, and the way you make her feel. Anybody can have sex. That's just a 
matter of putting it in the hole and thrusting. But there's a big difference between just 
"having sex" and being a thoroughbred fucking machine, and that's what these tips are 
designed to train you to become. 

Use them with care and caution. Once you give a woman the sexual experience of a 
lifetime, she's going to keep coming back for more, because nobody will be able to please 
her and "push her buttons" quite like you'll be able to. You have been warned!And with 
that, let's get straight to our first secret sexual technique ... 
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Seriously, this is the single most important secret you'll learn here. Dominate her. 

Forget all the bullshit you've been taught about women's lib and being a "metrosexual 
male" (whatever the hell that is). 

If you want to really get the job done in the bedroom, those rules get tossed right out the 
window. 

No matter how much of a raging feminist a woman is in public, what more than 90% of 
women want in the bedroom is to be able to let go. To hand the keys over to someone else 
for a while and allow the man she's with to be a man. 
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And this means you being SEXUALLY DOMINANT. 

This isn't the same thing (at all) as BDSM, although hey, if that's your thing, have fun! 
This is simply about taking charge in the bedroom. 

A dominant man gets shit done. He acts, rather than asking for permission, and you know 
what? If you step over the line, your lover will tell you. No biggie. Apologize, ease back 
about half a step, and continue having fun together. 

A sexually dominant man needs more than just actions, though. Sex is about both showing 
and telling, so you've got to master dirty talk in bed (which is actually the next secret 
we'll get into). 

The precursor to all of this though, is confidence. 

If you're not a confident person, then you're not going to be convincingly dominant in the 
bedroom. You don't have to be a brutish Alpha Male, but you do have to be sure of 
yourself and your abilities. If you're not, fix that before even attempting to dominate a 
woman sexually. 

Go camping. Go whitewater rafting. Learn to love zip-lines. That kind of thing. Things that 
give you an adrenaline rush, because they have an element of real danger. 
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Once you start stepping outside your comfort zone and enjoying some manly pursuits, your 
confidence level will rise, and then you'll be in a better position to dominate your lover 
sexually. 

When you do, your lover will reward you for that in ways you cannot even begin to dream. 

Pro Tip: 

You can express sexual dominance outside the bedroom. Take kissing, for example. 
Most guys approach kissing the wrong way. Here's how I do it, and I can tell you 
from experience that it leaves the women I've been with absolutely breathless. 

I move in close, grab a handful of her hair and use it to angle her head back, then 
kiss her fiercely. Even better, I almost always tell the woman I'm dating how I plan 
to kiss her when that moment arrives. 

I plant the seed in her mind before we actually share that first kiss. 

Try it for yourself. When you tell her exactly how you plan to kiss her ahead of 
time, you'll see her eyes glaze over. You'll be able to tell she's getting wet at just 
the thought of it, and you haven't even touched her yet! 

That's dominance. 



You should understand that men are visual in nature. (This is why so many guys watch a 
ton of porn!) 

But for women, sex is mostly mental. A state of mind. 

Sure, the physical part is great for them, but any guy can thrust and grunt and shoot a 
load. If you want to be a bad ass in the bedroom, you have to do more than that. 

You have to get inside her head. 

That starts with dominating her (Secret #1), but that's just the tip of the iceberg. 

She'll be thrilled that you're taking charge in the bedroom, but you can't just throw her 
on the bed and start pounding ... that's playing to the physical, and what you want to do is 
play to the mental, too. 

So how do you do that? 
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You do that with words. 

Language. 

Specifically, talking dirty in bed. 

There are few things that will get your lover hotter and wetter than both showing (by your 
actions) and telling (by describing what you're going to do, just before you do it). 

If you're not accustomed to talking dirty in bed, here are three quick tips to make you a 
pro at it: 

• Keep it simple. When you're getting down to business, that's not the time to hit her 
with flowery prose. You don't want to be poetic here. 

• Be forceful. Speak in low, commanding, urgent tones, and for God's sake, use slang. 
It's a pussy, not a vagina. It's a cock or a dick, not a penis. If you try to use proper 
terminology when "talking dirty" you'll just sound like an asshole. Don't do it. 

• Build up gradually. 
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It would be a mistake to throw her on the bed and tell her that you're going to make her 
your "little slut," or your own personal fucktoy. 

You can say those things, but you've got to build up to it. 

Start by kissing her savagely, and pushing her gently but firmly to the bed as you're ripping 
her clothes off. 

Say something like, "Damn, I love how wet you get for me!" When you do, you'll literally 
feel her getting wetter. 

Then say something like, "I have to have a taste of that!" just before you kiss your way 
down to her pussy. 

See what you're doing there? You're telling her what you're going to do before you do it, 
and that combination is going to drive her absolutely insane with lust. 

"You taste sooooo good - can't get enough." (While you're eati ng her out.) 
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"I want you to cum for me - that's it ... cum all over my face." 

(Say this while you're going down on her, increasing the intensity of what you're doing, 
and almost like magic, she will actually cum for you.) 

See, what you've got to understand is that women love sex as much, if not more than men 
do, and why not? 

If you could have twelve, fifteen, twenty orgasms back-to-back, you'd like sex even more 
than you already do. 

Well, that's what many, if not most women can do when properly turned on, so of course 
they love sex! It's just that most men don't even come close to giving them what they 
want. 

Believe me, the first time you make your lover cum so many times back to back that she 
has to beg you to take a break, she's going to be hooked, and you're going to be a living 
legend. 

Tell her she's a naughty girl and she'll start to act the part in bed with you, because by 
saying that, you're giving her permission to let that side of herself out to play. 

Then, when you've got her on her knees and you're thrusting into her like a wild man, 
that's when you want to grab a handful of her hair and tell her what a sexy little fucktoy 
she is, and she'll explode all over your cock, cumming harder than she's ever cum in her 
life. 

She won't know what hit her! 

That's the power that talking dirty in bed can give you. Use it. Love it. Do it. 

Pro Tip: 

Be careful using the word "Whore. "Some women love it, others will kick you in the 
nuts for it, no matter how turned on they are. "Slut" is a safer choice, but it's best 
only to use it when you've got her super turned on, and already on the brink of an 
orgasm, and preferably after you've already given her two or three! 
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This builds on the stuff we talked about in the second secret. Men are visual creatures. 
We get turned on by the sight of sex. That's why so much of the porn on the internet is 
geared toward men. We love watching it. It's exciting. It makes us hard and horny. 

Your mind is the greatest movie theater on the planet. With practice, you can visualize 
just about anything in such vivid detail that it almost seems real, and it's certainly real 
enough to have an impact on your body. 

The secret to getting hard on command and on demand is to learn to visualize powerfully. 
When you want to get turned on, imagine yourself with a woman. Either your current 
lover, or that hot woman you saw at the coffee shop or wherever. 

Don't just think about fucking her, see it in every detail. 

Smell the sexy scent of her. Hear the sounds she makes as she moans when you thrust 
inside her. Feel how wet she is. 
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When you get good at powerful visualizations, you can make yourself instantly hard. 

Of course, there are a few times when it can still be challenging. If you're sick, or 
extremely tired, you might struggle some to visualize powerfully enough to get the job 
done, and of course, there's the dreaded refractory period - that space of time right after 
you cum where you'd have trouble getting hard again even if the entire Dallas Cowboy's 
cheerleading team showed up at your door to take turns sucking you off. 

Those, however, are exceptions. 

The overwhelming majority of the time, powerful visualization can get, and keep you, as 
hard as a rock - without the need for pills or other gimmicks. 

For certain occasions, I recommend that every guy own a cock ring, because if you've got 
one, you can keep the fun going no matter what - but hey, if it's not your thing, no big 
deal. You should consider it, though. 

That, plus the powerful visualization technique, and you can basically go until your energy 
gives out - or until your lover is begging you to let her take a break for a few minutes! 

Pro Tip: 

Once you know your lover very well, voicing some of the things you visualize can 
be a great way to gently lead your lover into the idea of a threesome, if you'd like 
to have one, and if you get the sense that she'd be open to it.lt's easy to say 
something like: 

"God this tight little pussy feels so good - Are you going to lick my cock dry after 
you cum all over it?" (she'll almost always say yes, and when she does, follow it up 
with something like, ) 

"It would be sooo sexy to watch you eating another woman's pussy while I fuck 
you! " 

(that plants the seed, and opens the door to further conversations about it later 
on ... ) 
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SEXUAL TECHNIQUES 

Okay, so armed with a few powerful mindset tools, now let's get to the nuts and bolts of 
it, so to speak. Let's talk technique. 

There's a lot more to sex than just thrusting. 

Any ass hole with a cock can find the hole and start thrusting like a bull during mating 
season, but if that's all you're doing, then a) you're not going to last very long, and b) 
your lover isn't going to have that great of a time. 

The statistics are clear on this point. Women take can take up to fifteen minutes to build 
up to their first orgasm, and ideally, you want to last at least twice that long. 

If you can't do that, then you're going to be known as someone who's all talk, but when 
push comes to shove, someone who can't deliver. 

If you can't do that right now, don't worry. You're not alone. Most men can only last 3-4 
minutes before they cum, which means that most men are only delivering about 17% of 
the sexual experience that a woman wants. 

Think about that for just a second, and let that sink in. 

Most of the women on the planet are extremely sexually frustrated. How do you think the 
women in your life are going to react, once you whip out the big guns on them? 

How you stroke matters, and that's what this next section is all about. 
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One of the most powerful secrets to lasting as long as you want in bed is to practice the 
fine art of self-control. You can't just keep thrusting until you cum. When you feel 
yourself getting close to the edge, you've got to make yourself stop, and you've got to do 
it in such a way that it's not awkward as hell and doesn't kill the mood. 

In other words, you can't just stop, pull out, and pant "give me a minute" - because that 
breaks the mood. You've got to stop, but fill up the time with other types of sexual play to 
keep her excitement level high. 

There are all sorts of ways you can do this. Simply pulling out to change positions works. 
Or stop thrusting and go down on her. Or ask her to go down on you. Whatever form it 
takes is ultimately up to you and the woman you're with. 

It has to be based on your preferences and hers, but at the end of the day, the idea is to 
give yourself enough time to ease down from imminent orgasm, so you can keep the fun 
going for a longer period of time. 
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Stop and start. Use it. Learn to love it. Your partner absolutely will, and this simple trick 
will dramatically increase the average amount of time you can enjoy sex! 

Pro Tip: 

If you're not a fan of going down on a woman, get over it. Learn to love everything 
about oral sex, and plan to spend a lot of time with your head between your 
woman's thighs. 

Also, where oral sex is concerned, learn to do it right! It's not enough to get down 
there and lick her like you're painting a fence! I use the alphabet. Seriously. 

Spell out words in looping cursive letters on her pussy, focusing on her clit. This has 
amazing effects. The bottom line is, if you can learn to eat pussy well, you'll be 
regarded as a living legend, even if you don't do anything else especially well! 
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This goes hand in hand with the "Getting Inside Her Mind" secret, because like I said 
earlier, some words just aren't sexy. If you tell your lover you can't wait to slide your 
penis into her vagina, she's either going to look at you like you've lost your mind, or laugh 
in your face. Maybe both. 

So the specific words you use matter, and they actually matter a lot. 

The short answer here is to use slang terms, and speak forcefully in a low voice, but that's 
not enough of an explanation for some guys, so we're going to spend a little more time on 
this. 

If you, or your lover aren't all that comfortable with talking dirty in bed, then I 
recommend easing into it. Escalate your language something like this: 

• Start out by talking in more vague terms ("It feels so good to be inside you!") 

• Then graduate to slang terms once she's turned on ("Your pussy tastes so good!") 

• Then give her permission to be a bad girl ("Get on your knees and show me what a 
naughty girl you are!") 

• And finally, once she's completely wet and turned on, use language that would 
normally result in getting you punched ("That's it - show me what a sexy little slut 
you are!") 

Here are some of the words and phrases I use in my own sex life. I know these work. 
They've been field tested. These examples are a fairly typical progression from date to 
sex. 

Remember too, that arousal starts before sex, so you can get your woman insanely wet 
and turned on way before you start taking her clothes off, just by whispering the "right" 
words in her ear. Note that you probably don't want to use too many sexy/suggestive lines 
during the date. One, maybe two will suffice to plant the seed. 
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Here are some examples to get you started: 

"I can't wait to get you home, rip your clothes off and taste you. I'm getting hard just 
thinking about it." 

(Best used while out on a date, usually whispered in her ear - a great way to get her 
thinking about sex and all the naughty fun to come!) 

"I might just have to finger you when we get back to the car!" 

(also whispered in her ear while on a date) 

"When we get home, I'm going to hike up your skirt, pull down your panties, turn you 
over my knee and spank that ass till you're soaking wet." 

(also whispered in her ear while on a date) 

"Now THAT is a beautiful pussy!" 

(Great to use the first time your lover undresses for you, or the first time you go down on 
her - you're not lying - pussies are pretty freaking beautiful!) - if she asks, be sure to tell 
her what you like about it. 

Just remember, this isn't an essay competition, so keep your answers short! 

"God I love the way your pussy tastes!" 

Or ... 

"God I love how wet you get for me!" 

(Notice here how I'm escalating my language - while we were on the date, I used more 
indirect language. Now I'm using slang.) 

"Get on your knees you, naughty girl, stick that ass up in the air and offer me that 
tight little pussy." 

(Note the command - it's not a request. I'm in charge in the bedroom, and every time I've 
used this line, I've gotten absolute compliance.) 
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"Fuck me!Back onto that cock!Show me what a naughty girl you are." 

(More commands, more compliance, and the language is expanding again) 

"Damn that tight little pussy feels good ... I've got to have a taste!" 

(Don't ask, just flip her onto her back and dive in, or leave her on her knees, pull out 
(Stop/Start) and lick away!) 

"Turn around - taste your pussy on my cock. Lick it clean for me, Naughty Girl." 

(More commands, more compliance, and I'm getting her to do things she may not normally 
do now) 

"Not finished with you!" 

(Push her onto her back, spread her legs and use the "V-for Victory" technique) 

"Whose pussy is this?!" 

(Best when used after her third or fourth orgasm - no surprise what her answer will be, 
right?) 

"Get on top of me and fuck me like you're my own personal slut!" 

(Now she's totally into it, and she'll not only do exactly as I have commanded, but she'll 
be cumming from the moment she slides down onto me) 

"What are you?" 

(Getting her to call herself my little slut is just confirmation that she's totally in the 
moment) 

There are plenty of other options and possibilities, but you get the idea. Use this as a 
general guideline, and it will elevate your sexual game to the next level. 
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This is no holds barred fucking, and because of that fact, this is not something you want 
to jump into right off the bat. You've got to get her completely wet and ready before you 
try this one, otherwise, it will actually hurt, and that's not sexy. 

Start with your woman on her knees, you thrusting into her. 

Order her to give you her hands. This will put her head all the way down onto the bed, 
since she can no longer hold her self upright with them. 

Take her hands in yours and pull her arms straight back. Not hard, but firmly. 

You're going to use her hands, clasped in yours as leverage, which will allow you to thrust 
harder than you've ever been able to thrust into her before, and she's going to go 
absolutely fucking crazy for it. 

Seriously, if you've never tried this, you've got to give it a go. 
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Even better, when you've got her in this extremely submissive position, after several 
strokes, simply order her to cum all over your cock and watch what happens next. She'll 
have an out of this world orgasm, and will probably squeeze you so hard that it threatens 
to push you out of her completely. 

Don't let her. Keep thrusting through her orgasm and you'll give her another one. Do that 
for as long as your stamina will allow for, then use the Stop/Start technique to switch 
positions. Go down on her and tell her how good she tastes to give you a chance to 
recover, then switch to something else. She won't know what hit her! 
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Did you know that you can teach any woman to squirt? You absolutely can, and this 
technique is how I like to do it. 

Even if you're with a woman who swears that she has difficulty having an orgasm, this one 
will get her there every time. It's amazing, and even better, it's actually easy to do. 

Start with having your lover lie on her back, legs spread, so she's open to you. 

Begin by sliding one finger inside her, with your palm facing upward. 

You know the way you wiggle your finger, when you're motioning someone to come to you? 

That's the exact motion you're going to make with your finger inside her. 

What this does is, it sees you putting pressure on the top part of her vaginal wall, an area 
that's loaded with nerve endings. 
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Now, if this is your first time introducing your lady to this, while you're making that 
motion with your finger, bend forward and lick her clit. Suck on it. Drive her crazy with 
your mouth. 

She's going to get wetter instantly, and when she does, add a second finger, and make that 
same motion with both of them. 

Depending on the woman, it might take her five, and sometimes even ten minutes to cum 
in this manner, but when she does, it's going to be huge. 

Further, once she has her first orgasm like this, giving her a second one is easy and much 
faster. Be sure to vary your speed and intensity based on what her body is telling you, and 
use your lips and tongue on her clit to help carry her over the edge. 

Once she's had a chance to get used to that kind of attention, you'll be able to make her 
cum as many times as she can stand, just with this one trick, and once she relaxes into it 
and you find her "sweet spot" in terms of the speed and intensity of your movements, you 
can make her squirt every single time. 



The secret I just shared with you is powerful on its own, but this modification really takes 
it to the next level. 

To perform this move, put her onto her knees, and this time, when you slide your finger 
inside her, your palm is facing down. You're going to make the same motion, but from this 
position, you can do more thrusting and less wiggling of your finger, which leads to a 
harder stroke. 

Some women find this too intense, so go slow and be careful. What you'll find though, is 
that this delivers more powerful orgasms, more quickly than having her on her back. 

Plus, since you can thrust more deeply, you'll find that you can reach all sorts of sensitive 
places inside her to give her a variety of very different orgasms. 

Once you've given her the first orgasm like this, she's going to let you do what ever the 
fuck you want, so feel free to explore her to your heart's content after you've made her 
cum all over your hand a couple of times, and don't be surprised when she starts bucking 
against your hand like a bronco. 
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I n order to do this effectively, you ideally need to be significantly physically larger than 
your lover. In most cases, this isn't an issue, but for this particular secret to be at its most 
effective, the bigger the size difference between you, the better. 

Start with your lover on her back. 

Lift her legs, until they're straight up in the air, and then spread them apart so that 
they're shaped like a "V" with you on your knees between them. 

Normally, from this position, you'd just start thrusting, but you're not going to do that. 

Instead, slide your cock into her, then grab 
her ankles and use them as a kind of 
"steering mechanism." Physically move her 
around on your cock. 

It makes for a totally different experience 
than simple thrusting, and every lover I've 
used it on has gone absolutely WILD for it. 

You can mix things up too, as part of a 
Stop/Start. When you feel like you're about 
to cum, stop moving her, let go of one ankle, 
and play with her clit to give yourself a 
minute. Then switch to thrusting, then back 
again. 

This is a devastatingly powerfulmove to have 
in your bag of tricks, and will give her 
orgasms so powerful that her eyes will roll 
back in her head. Good stuff! 

It's also one of my personal favorites. As an 
ex-girlfriend of mine described it after a 
marathon session of hot sex, "I think we 
invented a new kind of fucking - it felt like I 
was in bed with a hungry bear who was 
playing with his dinner." 

(She said this with a wicked smile on her 
face just before going down on me for 
dessert! ) 
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This is one of those secrets that's hiding in plain sight. As soon as you read it, you'll want 
to smack yourself on the forehead because it seems so obvious, but the reality is that very 
few guys actually take the time to do this. 

Unfortunately, most guys view thrusting as a race. The faster you thrust, the faster you 
get to the finish line, cum, then roll over and go to sleep. 

As you have read though, that's far from the best approach. Doing that will make you last 
less time, not more. The magic stroke takes practice and a lot of self-control to get right, 
but the results are well worth the time and effort you spend. 

Basically, you can look at this as being a modification of the Stop/Start technique that 
doesn't make you actually have to stop what you're doing. 

In your mind, break your thrusts into three categories: 

• Shallow • Circular • Deep 
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Shallow thrusts see you using just the head of your cock, and perhaps the first inch or two. 

Circular thrusts see you thrust (either shallow or deep), then instead of pulling out, grind 
your hips against your lover in a circular motion. 

Deep thrusts are exactly what they sound like. 

The goal is to vary your strokes in order to slowly build pressure and intensity in your 
lover. 

There are all sorts of techniques discussed in various books on Tantric sex that involve 
complicated formulas and counting. 

You can do that if you want to, but honestly, there's no need to over complicate it. Just 
change the type and speed of your thrusting every few strokes, especially during the early 
part of sex, and any time you feel yourself approaching the point of no return. 

The only thing to be careful about here is that rhythm is important when your lover is 
close to cumming. If she's right on the edge herself, don't change a thing. Keep doing 
what you're doing until you send her over the edge, then change it up. 

Practice this. It will help you last longer in bed, and give your lover a much more 
memorable experience! 
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This weird and unexpected little trick will give your lover an extra, intense jolt of 
stimulation that will send her right over the edge of orgasm, any time you use it. 

It tends to work best when she's on her back and you're kneeling between her legs 
thrusting, but depending on how long your arms are, or how flexible you are, you can 
make it work in a variety of other positions as well. 

Basically, the idea here is to smack her pussy while you're thrusting, using the flat of your 
hand/fingers. It's like an open-hand slap, but on her pussy, and specifically aimed so that 
you wind up delivering an unexpected sting to her clit. 

The combination of doing this while thrusting delivers an intense extra jolt that's just 
unbelievable. If you wait until she's teetering right on the edge of an orgasm before you 
do it, you'll literally blow her fuse. 

The orgasm she'll wind up having will be vastly more intense than it otherwise would have 
been, and you can prolong it by delivering another such slap while she's still cumming. 

Doing this can turn even a woman who 
rarely has more than one orgasm at a time 

into a mUlti-orgasmic machine. It's 
incredible, and the look on her face the 

first time you do it is priceless. 

It's onepart shock, like "oh my God, I 
can't believe you just did that!" and one 

part, "Holy shit that's making me cum 
harder than I ever have in my life!" 
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A lot of guys overlook a woman's breasts during sex. 

We tend to focus on the pussy, because after all, that's where the cock goes, so that tends 
to get most of our attention. 

Women have a lot of erogenous zones though, and some women can even have an orgasm 
just by having you play with, lick, suck, or nibble on their nipples. Even the ones who 
can't cum from that alone can get a big surge of pleasure when you suddenly focus your 
attention there, especially if they weren't expecting it. 

That's where the double grip comes into play. 

This secret is best used when she's riding you, although if your arms are long enough, and 
if you're flexible enough, you can make it work in a variety of other positions. It also 
works like magic if you're going down on her, because from your position between her 
legs, her breasts are within easy reach. 
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When you feel her getting close to the edge, reach up with both hands, and give her 
nipples a tweak. Not hard enough to be painful, but definitely hard enough that she'll feel 
it and gasp. 

Most women say that when a man pinches their nipples, they feel it in their clit.lt literally 
makes their clit throb. 

Use this to your advantage! If you know she's right on the edge of an orgasm, that extra 
little jolt will not only send her over the edge, but she'll be screaming your name into the 
pillow when she goes. 

True story, a few years ago, I was dating a much younger woman named Katrina. She told 
me when we first started going out that she'd only ever had one orgasm in her life, and it 
was one she gave herself. No man had ever made her cum before. 

Now, I love a challenge, and I love going down on a hot, sexy woman, so not long after she 
told me that, we wound up in bed, with me between her legs, where I was happily licking, 
sucking, slurping and fingering. 

I honestly love everything about oral sex, so I could have just stayed down there all night, 
but in the back of my mind, I knew she had to be obsessing over the fact that although it 
was clear I was making her feel good, she wasn't quite getting there. 

After about ten minutes, I just casually reached up and gave both of her nipples a little 
tweak. 

It didn't take much, but the effect was electric! 

She wrapped those legs around my neck, dug her fingernails into the back of my head and 
started thrusting against my mouth like she was demon-possessed. 

Seriously, there was one point where I thought she might break my jaw or suffocate me! 
At the end, she was begging me to stop, and simultaneously begging me not to, and her 
cum was running like raindrops through my beard (beards, by the way, are really good for 
oral sex ... just so you know!) 

You want to talk about memorable? 

Give a woman six, ten, or twenty orgasms like that, and she'll never want to have sex 
with another man for as long as she lives. 

You will be the guy that the rest get compared to, and that's a good place to be, my 
friend. 

Double grip. Use it, and thank me later. 
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The Missionary position gets a bad rap, because it's the old stand-by. The position 
everybody does, but nobody really talks much about because it's seen as boring. It doesn't 
have to be, though. 

Make one little change to how you perform the Missionary position, and you can turn it 
into one of her favorites, and yours. 

Start out just like you normally start out in that position, but then, once you're inside her, 
shift your body up slightly. About four inches should do it, although mostly it's going to 
depend on the particulars of your anatomy and hers. 

The idea though, is that when you thrust down and into her, you're actually pressing 
directly onto her clit. 

Then, with each stroke, just do a slow, sexy grinding motion against her. This is powerful, 
and will send her right over the edge in no time. 

A woman's clitoris has as many nerve endings packed into it as your entire cock does, so 
it's super sensitive. It doesn't take much of that kind of attention to send her to the moon 
and back. 

The best part is, she totally won't be expecting it, because after all, Missionary's boring, 
right? 

So you'll surprise her in more ways than one! 



This is a modification to the Doggy Style position that combines several of the tricks we've 
talked about so far, which makes it one of the most powerful secrets on this list. 

Start out as you normally would, behind her, grabbing her hips and thrusting (maybe even 
using the Fulcrum technique to get her off a time or two before you use this as the big 
finish). 

When you're ready, order her to play with her clit while you're fucking her. Literally just 
say, "Show me what a dirty little girl you are - play with your clit while I'm fucking you!" 
More than 90% of the time she will do exactly as you command. That rises to 100% if 
you've already made her cum repeatedly. 

She'll be so turned on that she won't refuse you anything. She'll just do it without 
thinking. As soon as she starts touching her clit, grab a handful of her hair, pull her head 
back, and slide your thumb into her ass, then hang on for dear life! 

She's going to cum so hard that it's probably going to feel like she's trying to buck you off 
of her. 

If your woman has a "thing" against anal, then don't actually stick your thumb in her ass, 
but still press on it with your thumb, just like you were pressing a button. Same effect, 
just not quite as intense, and who knows? That might be the thing that gets her to be 
more accepting of the idea of trying anal with you! 
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PART #2 - Unleashing Her Inner Nympho 

The techniques you've already read about are rock solid, and all by themselves, they will 
greatly improve your prowess in bed. They will not, however, turn you into a total sexual 
badass. 

To do that, you need to be the total package. You need to not only master the techniques 
and the mindset to become a great lover, but you also need to know how to give your 
lover permission to unlock the raging Nympho that's locked away inside her. 

And make no mistake - all women have a raging Nympho inside them, just aching ... waiting 
for the right man to unlock it and let it out to play. Society has been really shitty to 
women, if you want to know the truth of it. 

All day, every day, they are bombarded with messages that almost seem designed to make 
them feel fat, ugly, and self-conscious about their bodies. 

Is it any wonder that it can take time for a woman to open up to you sexually? That's what 
you're up against, if you really want a woman to open up to you. 

You've got to counter literally decades of societal conditioning to get them to be 
completely relaxed and comfortable about their bodies. 

Sure, you'll occasionally find women who are already confident and totally comfortable 
with their bodies, but they're the exceptions, not the rule. 

For the rest, you'll have to ease them into unleashing their inner Nympho, and this part of 
the guide will show you exactly how. 
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The reality is that you're not going to be able to undo decades of societal conditioning 
overnight, so don't even try. Push too hard and go too fast, and you'll freak her out and 
she'll shut down, sexually. 

Don't worry, like we talked about before, women actually like sex more than men do, and 
once you start undoing all that societal condition that has made your lover doubt herself, 
she'll come around shockingly quickly, but you've got to let it happen at its own pace. 

Remember the first secret. Dominate her. There's a reason why this works, and this is the 
flip side of that secret. Women want to be dominated. No, not in everyday life. They 
don't want you to control their lives and make all their decisions for them. We're 
specifically talking about sex here, and in that sphere, yes. Absolutely. 

They want a strong man to just take them. 

Yes, you read that correctly. Even if your lover can't bring herself to say it, what she 
wants, deep down, is for you to take her. To ravish her. To use her body for your pleasure. 

In doing that, you're going to give her unimaginable pleasure. That leads us right into ... 
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When you dominate your lover sexually, you're playing to ancient, primitive archetypes 
that are encoded into our DNA. The dominant cave man. The submissive woman who is his 
conquest. 

If you don't play your role ... if you don't take on the mantle of your male archetype, then 
she can't assume her role. Only by becoming the dominant sexual male do you give her 
the permission she needs to explore her sexually submissive side. 

In fact, the more you embrace your dominant role in the bedroom, the more you free her 
to embrace her submissive side. It's a win for both of you! 

Now, every woman is different in this regard, so this comes down to you paying attention 
and knowing where your lover "is" in that regard, and just how comfortable she already is 
with her body. 

The basic idea though, is to slowly escalate her through becoming naughtier and naughtier 
in the bedroom, and free her from all the societal hang-ups she's had placed on her by 
years of conditioning. 
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The various stages of this escalation look something like this: 

• If she has major body issues, then start by simply complimenting her appearance 
often, especially when you're in bed together. The shape of her breasts. Her pussy. 
How wet she gets. How good she tastes. 

These things will go a long way toward getting her to relax sexually around you. To 
submit to you, sexually. 

• When she's ready, up the ante. Ask her to do a lap dance for you, slowly undressing 
her as she does so. 

• After she's comfortable with that, ask her to put on a teasing strip show for you. Your 
own naughty private dancer. 

• Then, when she's comfortable in that role, and that level, start asking her to play 
with herself in front of you. Be ready for her to ask you to do the same, because she 
just might! 

• Once you get her comfortable enough to touch her pussy in front of you, she's at the 
point where you can use dirty talk on her in the bedroom, and ratchet it up to 
whatever level you want. 

• From here, the sky's the limit. Once you get her comfortable with that level of 
submission, then with enough foreplay, you can get her excited enough to do almost 
anything you can imagine. 

Here's where it really gets interesting. Remember, since women love sex as much or more 
than men do, once you've got her to the mental place where she can relax and submit to 
you, sexually, don't be surprised if she springs things on you that reveal her to be even 
naughtier than you ever imagined. 

If and when that happens (and it probably will), just go with it and have fun! 
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You can start using this secret even on women who still aren't completely comfortable 
with their bodies, but the more comfortable they are, the bigger an impact this will have 
on them. When you do this on a woman who is completely comfortable with you and who 
has submitted sexually to you, you can use this trick and pretty much get her to drop to 
her knees and give you a blowjob on the spot. 

The trick itself is a lesson in simplicity, and relies on the fact that you have embraced 
your dominant role in the sexual side of your relationship. 

A dominant lover doesn't ask for permission, he simply acts, and that's what you'll do 
here. 

Walk up behind her and bite the back of her neck. Not hard, but bite and nuzzle it firmly 
enough to get her attention, blowing warm breath across the back of her neck. 

If you've ever watched Animal Planet, you'll recognize this move. 

It's what male lions and tigers do to their female mates, and she'll respond. 
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Whatever she's doing, she'll stop doing it, because you will have her undivided attention. 
From there, the next move is up to you, but when I do this, I usually follow it up with 
something dirty whispered in her ear, like: 

"I've been craving the taste of you all day - why don't you sit on the counter here and 
let me have that pussy." 

Or 

"I've got a pressing problem that needs your immediate attention." (As I press my hard 
cock against her ass and guide one of her hands to it...) 

Or simply 

"Can my naughty girl come out to play?" 

Again, the level of impact this has on her will vary, depending on how completely she has 
sexually submitted to you, but the bottom line is, it's going to get her hot, wet, and 
ready, and after you do it, all she's going to be able to think about is sex with you. 
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This trick works especially well with women who still have some body issues and haven't 
completely submitted to you sexually, but even if your lover has, it's still something that's 
always appreciated. Being the dominant person in the bedroom doesn't mean that every 
action you take is forceful and commanding. Part of being dominant is also being tender 
when that's appropriate. The deep tissue massage is one such occasion. 

Undress her slowly. Tease her. Guide her onto her stomach on the bed. Straddle her (have 
massage oils at the ready!) and start by giving her a perfectly non sexual massage to relax 
her. 

Of course, slowly, as the massage progresses, you're going to start touching her in 
increasingly sexual ways, culminating in fingering her to orgasm (that's the "deep tissue" 
part, get it?), going down on her, and ultimately, fucking her senseless. 

This is a great nonverbal way to show her that you love her body just the way it is, which 
is why it's so effective when used with women who still have body issues and aren't 
completely comfortable totally submitting yet. This trick goes a long way toward getting 
them there, and again, even if your lover is totally comfortable with you, it's still a nice, 
sexy treat! 

-
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Call this the "Sexervation" for short. It's another way to plant seeds in her mind and get 
her thinking about sex. 

The more often you can get her thinking about sex, and the more sex you can have with 
your lover, the more comfortable she's going to become with you. 

If you're adopting the dominant role during sex, you're going to get increasingly 
comfortable in that role, which as we've talked about before, is going to give her the 
space and the unspoken permission to increasingly submit to you, adopting the more 
sexually submissive role. 

The sexervation does that for you. 

This is an email, a text, or even a handwritten note you send to your lover. The specific 
language you use in your note is going to depend on how comfortable she currently is, 
sexually, and how much she has embraced her submissive role. 

If she's not very far along that path yet, you're going to want to keep your language fairly 
innocent, but suggestive. 
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Here are some examples at various points along her journey toward total sexual 
submission: 

"Hey baby - can't wait to see you tonight. Wear that short skirt. No panties. I have 
plans for you ... " 

(this one is obviously designed for a woman who is still dealing with a lot of that societal 
conditioning and hasn't embraced her sexually submissive side yet. Note the command, 
which displays your dominance, and the clear suggestion, without using language that she 
might find off putting in those earlier stages) 

"Hey sexy! It's a good thing I don't have to stand up and walk around at work - I've 
been thinking about you all day and it has me rock hard! You gonna cum over and help 
me with that problem?" 

(A bit stronger and more forceful - still not using slang, but definitely getting closer to 
that) 

"GOD I've been craving you all day! Get your sexy ass over here. Ima bend you over 
the sofa, slide your panties out of the way and take you before we even get to the 
bedroom!" 

(more forceful still, but still not using slang yet) 
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And finally, something like: 

"Can't wait to see you tonight. I want you to watch the movie while you're sitting on 
my face so I can taste that sweet pussy. Three orgasms before we even get to the 
bedroom, minimum!" 

These, of course, are just guidelines. Use whatever specific language works best for you 
and that your lover is going to be most comfortable with. 

The goal here is to get her thinking about sex with you. Remember, men are visual, but for 
women, sex is as much a mental thing as it is physical. 

By sending a naughty text to her early in the day, you're planning the seed. You're putting 
the thought in her mind of all the fun she's going to have later that evening, when you 
two are together. 

You don't have to go into great detail here - believe me, once you plant the seed, her 
imagination is going to take over, and it's going to be working overtime. 

By the time she gets to your house, her panties (if she's wearing any) are going to be 
soaked, and she's going to have the burning desire to fuck you senseless. 

Give the lady what she wants! It's the right thing to do! ;) 
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This is a more advanced secret. Women who haven't totally submitted to you yet might 
balk at this idea, but once you've got a woman to that point, the sky's the limit. 

Go shopping at your favorite adult toy store together, and buy a remote controlled 
vibrator. 

The most popular one is "The Egg," but there are plenty of options to choose from. 

Then, the next time you go out on a date, have her slip it into her pussy and give you the 
remote. 

That part is actually hugely important, by the way. 

Tell her (don't ask) to put it in her pussy, and give you the remote. 

That's a hugely submissive thing for a woman do to. She's literally handing you the keys to 
her sexuality, with the knowledge and expectation that it will be used in public. 

And once she submits to you in that way, use it. 

Use the hell out of it. 

Make her cum so hard that she's biting her lip to keep from screaming and getting the two 
of you kicked out of the restaurant, or wherever you happen to be. 

Turn it on when the waitress comes back to refill your drinks and watch as she squirms in 
her seat, trying not to make it obvious that she's got a vibrator buzzing crazily inside her. 

Again, this isn't something you can spring on a girl who hasn't submitted almost totally to 
you. 

This is more of a way to get your submissive lover to continue pushing the envelope and 
trying new and increasingly daring things with you. 

You'll be amazed at what kinds of kinky, sexy fun it can lead to! 
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Believe it or not, there actually is a single word you can say to a woman that will get her 
juices flowing every time. 

It's a purely subconscious thing, but it works. 

The word is "wet." 

If you ask a woman if she's getting wet thinking about you, her body is going to respond, 
and she will get wet thinking about you. 

Now, obviously you can't just walk up to a woman and say "wet, wet, wet, wet!" and 
expect that to have any result. Context is important here, but when you refer to how wet 
she's getting, even if you haven't checked, she will respond by getting wetter, and the 
more you talk about how wet her tight little pussy is getting, the wetter it's going to 
become. 

The good news is that there are a number of "power words" you can use on your lover 
that will get her juices flowing, so you're not just limited to talking about how wet she is. 

You can mix and match. 
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This secret isn't (or doesn't have to be) a standalone. 

It's at its most powerful when used in conjunction with one of the first secrets we talked 
about. Getting inside her mind. 

There are certain words and phrases that serve as powerful psychological triggers. They 
speak to us on a deep, primal level, and when used correctly, can lead to incredibly hot, 
unforgettable sex. 

Here are a few more for your consideration: 

"Tight." Almost always in reference to her pussy. Even if it's not terribly tight, when 
you're talking about it to your lover, it's "her tight little pussy." 

This, of course, in direct contrast to your "fat cock." 

Even if it isn't really all that thick, it won't matter - this is about the psychology of sex, 
and if you refer to your cock as "your fat, throbbing cock" she's going to feel it as fat and 
throbbing when it thrusts into her "tight little pussy," and it's going to turn her on and 
make her even wetter than she already is ... 

"Girl" or "Little girl." Again, this highlights the contrast.She's the submissive "little girl" 
and you're the big, dominant, sexually overpowering man. 

She's your "sexy girl," or your "dirty girl," or your "naughty girl" in the early stages of 
arousal. 

Later on, when you get her completely turned on, you can escalate to "my little slut" or 
even "my sexy little fucktoy," and she will respond by becoming those things for you in 
that moment. 

"Cum." This is nearly always used in the context of a command, and just like with the 
word "wet," when a woman hears this in the right context and when she's already turned 
on, it will have the effect of bringing her closer to the edge of an orgasm. 

In this particular case, you'll want to use it on an escalating scale. Start with something 
like, 

"That's it...push back against my cock ... show me what a naughty girl you are ... are you 
going to cum all over my cock for me?" 

(she will invariably answer yes to this question as she thrusts back against you harder) 
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Then escalate with something like: 

"You feel how deep my fat cock is inside that tight little pussy?ls it making you want to 
cum?" 

(punctuate your question with a firm smack on her ass, and again, she's certain to answer 
in the affirmative here, and will be much closer to the edge) 

Once you feel her getting close, order her to give you her hands so you can adopt the 
Fulcrum technique, and as you're thrusting harder, say something like, 

"That's it - show me what a good little slut you are ... cum for me ... cum for me NOW!" 
(She will, and she'll love you for it!) 

Then, when she does, say something like, 

"You've made a mess, naughty girL.turn around here and suck your cum off of this 
cock. " 

(by this point, she's officially "dick drunk" and you could tell her to follow you to the dark 
side of the moon and she'd do it) 

And that's it.Armed with these few power words, and using them in conjunction with the 
other secrets you now have in your sexual arsenal, you have all the tools you need to 
become an absolute Badass in bed. 

You'll be able to give your lover so many orgasms that she loses count, and she'll be 
utterly addicted to you and the way you make her feel. 
Oh, and as a side note, women talk. 

They talk about sex more than men do, so once you put these ideas in practice, don't be 
surprised if you start seeing her friends giving you appreciative glances when they think 
you're not looking. 

You know exactly what they're thinking ... 
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So that's it. The picture is now complete. You have a collection of the best, hardest hitting 
techniques available to take you from being "Meh" in bed to being a sexual Rock Star. 

All that remains is for you to put these ideas into practice in your own bedroom. 

My personal recommendation would be to ease into it. 

Set this book aside for a couple of days, then come back to it and re-read it. 

Once you've got the information firmly set in your mind, start introducing these ideas to 
your lover slowly, no more than one or two at a time, and keep adding more to it, every 
time you have sex. 

Not only will you win major points for being creative and inventive in bed, but by 
introducing them slowly, you won't completely overwhelm your lover by hitting her with 
everything all at once. 

There's nothing magical about any of this stuff. It's just that if you're serious about sex, 
you've got to have a better, deeper understanding of what makes sex work, and what 
makes sex hot. 

Once you understand that, you'll be able to take these ideas and run with them. 

Even better, once you've really mastered these techniques, you'll be able to build on 
them and start making them your own by making subtle changes in them that better suit 
your personality and style. 

And when you start getting late night "Booty Calls" from the women in your life, that's 
when you know you've got it going on, because you're the first person that comes to mind 
when they need to get off. 

Now, go out there and start dazzling the ladies! 
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